"When you hear hoof beats, think of horses not zebras" ([@bb0050]). This aphorism was coined by physician Theodore Woodward of the University of Maryland School of Medicine in the 1940s. The aim was to help medical students learn to differentiate between the common and the rare as these have implications for treatment and outcomes. While major depressive disorder is more common and bipolar disorder more rare, distinguishing the two is clinically difficult as they share many common features, especially during depressive episodes ([@bb0045]). Indeed, a recent study by [@bb0020] found that 1 in 5 participants in clinical trials for antidepressants underwent a diagnostic conversion from unipolar depression to bipolar depression over time. This means that a substantial number of people with bipolar disorder were actually misdiagnosed, sometimes for years. Further to this, a survey of patients with bipolar disorder in 2000 found that for over a third of patients, an accurate diagnosis took over a decade ([@bb0015]). This is troubling as data has shown a 10% less likelihood of recovery for each year treatment is delayed for bipolar disorder ([@bb0030]). Time is simply not a luxury found in treating bipolar disorder. Another potential cost to getting diagnosis wrong is that antidepressants carry the risk of triggering mania, and may increase the rates of cycling between mood states ([@bb0005]). This means making the right diagnosis is critical for a more positive outcome.

Given these circumstances, accurately distinguishing between the relative zebra (bipolar disorder) and the horse (major depressive disorder) is important. The question is, since this is so difficult to do clinically, are there other approaches that show potential?

In this issue of *EBioMedicine*, [@bb0040] used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to compare regional cortical thickness in both major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder in a rare head to head contrast. Their approach used high quality MRI data, substantial and well characterized samples, along with a relatively objective image analysis approach. As expected, given the symptom overlap, some regions show deficits in both groups (i.e., left inferior temporal cortex) while others distinguished the two (i.e., left rostral middle frontal cortex). The bipolar disorder group showed abnormalities in the frontal pole that were associated with clinical variables like age of onset. In keeping with the metaphor, this approach is allowing researchers to pick out the stripes of the zebra.

Other researchers have used a similar approach to hunt for differences between closely related diagnostic groups using MRI ([@bb0025], [@bb0035], [@bb0010]). MRI is well tolerated, widely available, and has a minimum risk associated with it. As a tool for the identification of potential biomarkers, it has remarkable potential. A biomarker is an objectively measured and evaluated characteristic that acts as an indicator of diagnostic status or response to intervention. To be applied as a surrogate clinical measure, biomarkers must have a strong evidence base, including likely biological relationships and prognostic value. For biological relationships to symptoms, the inferior temporal cortex and rostral middle frontal cortex both play a critical role in mood regulation. The initial stage of biomarker research involves exploration and validation at single sites. This is followed by characterization and surrogacy in a multi-site collaborative study. Such validation studies appraise the performance of the proposed biomarkers, ensuring construct validity. The next step needed to build on the work by [@bb0040] would be to validate and replicate their findings.

To truly transform mood disorders, diagnostic biomarkers are needed. While some could argue that the cost of MRI data acquisition and subsequent analysis is high, the cost of getting the diagnosis wrong is potentially even higher, especially for those afflicted. The work by [@bb0040] in this issue may be the first step in the development of a diagnostic biomarker for distinguishing bipolar disorder from major depressive disorder. If pursued and validated, this approach would fulfil one of the major promises of brain imaging to psychiatry.
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